LIGHT MANAGEMENT MASTERED
WHERE DESIGN AND PRECISION COME TOGETHER


Selecting the right window coverings for your commercial buildings can have a huge impact on both the visual appeal and on practical issues such as heat gain, glare and soaring energy costs.

Specialists in daylight management, Rollease Acmeda is at the forefront of window covering design and technology. Our fashion forward high tech fabrics and advanced operating systems provide a range of solutions that bring added value to your project. Using architectural design as a bridge, we connect aesthetics with the technical aspects of light and shade control enabling you to manage daylight and energy through windows, doors and skylights.

“Architects in planning rooms today have forgotten their faith in natural light. Depending on the touch of a finger to a switch, they are satisfied with static light and forget the endlessly changing qualities of natural light, in which a room is a different room every second of the day.”

Louis Kahn
THINGS TO THINK ABOUT WHEN CHOOSING A SHADE SYSTEM

Comfort, aesthetics, privacy, convenience and energy efficiency all come into play when you’re specifying window shade fabrics and operating systems. Let Rollease Acmeda guide you through the process.

**Determine your daylight management goal**

What is your priority—protection against UV rays? Privacy while maintaining an outdoor view? Total blackout? Energy savings? Ease of operation?

When selecting a fabric, keep in mind that weave openness determines the amount of light transmitted through the shade. Rollease Acmeda offers a wide range of performance textiles with varying degrees of weave openness, making it easy to maintain optimal light levels in buildings with various exposures.

Next, consider what type of shade control makes sense for your application. Do you prefer the convenience of automated or hand-operated? Do shades need to be adjusted individually, by zone or building-wide? Do you require robust hardware for a large scale system? Rollease Acmeda has the technologically advanced operating systems and hardware to meet any challenge.
FABRICS DESIGNED FOR VERSATILITY

Let the sun shine in. From transparent textiles to totally opaque weaves, Rollease Acmeda has the right fabric for your application. We offer a spectrum of standard and premium solar control fabrics, from our Alkenz SunShadow that control glare and heat without disturbing the view to SierraSol blackout fabrics that stylishly block every last ray. For the ultimate in solar control, our semi-transparent fabrics have an ultra-fine aluminum backing that reflects daylight away from the building.

OPERATING SYSTEMS: IN MOTION

Our flagship RS38 system features advanced geared patented technology, enabling larger shades to be operated with minimal effort, offered in motorized or manual shade control. The compact Precision S45 series offers four control solutions boasting minimal light gaps, linking solution and dual shade configurations, while the Precision S60 is engineered for larger windows with longer, heavier shades. The S100 Extreme consists of robust hardware to support both large scale exterior and interior shading systems. You now can take control of daylight, glare and heat gain as you reduce energy costs with a Rollease Acmeda shading system.
Look to Rollease Acmeda for:

- Solar shading systems to create the perfect light for any space
- Woven or sheer fabrics that diffuse and reflect sunlight while maintaining the view
- Specially coated woven fabrics for enhanced solar heat control
- Dim-out fabrics offering translucent light and privacy
- 100% opaque blackout fabrics to eliminate virtually every ray
- Technically advanced manual and automated operating systems
- Tensioned shade systems for skylight, angled and bottom-up applications

For assistance on selecting the best shading solution for your project, please contact us by calling: 800-552-5100 x154
or email: contract@rolleaseacmeda.com